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Elements of design
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Elements of clarity
The challenge in designing any publication is to present
large amounts of information in a way that is accurate,
concise, adequate for the purpose and easy to understand.
That challenge relates not only to displays of statistical
information, but also to any type of display – even plain text.

The key to proper design is a consistent approach to the
display of information that enhances its accuracy, ease of
comprehension and dissemination. Contrast is another
tool that can draw your reader’s attention to important
elements. Contrasting fonts, shapes, colours, etc. can help
structure and highlight information.

Use the design to enhance the reader’s understanding

See how your publication should appear

Format, grid – Once the appropriate page format for your publication is
set, apply a construction grid made of columns and rows to organize and
align the various elements: type area, margins, illustrations and white space.

Front cover and inside front cover

White spaces – They allow the reader’s eyes to rest and concentrate on
important information.
Texts – Use either left-aligned or justified texts. Do not use centred or rightaligned texts: reserve them for rare cases.
Fonts – When in doubt with fonts, use Minion Pro (body text) and Myriad
Pro (headlines), which are good choices. Use only a couple of different fonts
and a few different font sizes: this will structure your information better.
ColourS – Colours are important, but the use of too many different colours

can be distracting and can make text very hard to read. Define a colour
scheme from the colour wheel.

Illustrations – Show figures, tables, graphs, maps and photos that are
appropriate for the topic, with appropriate resolution.

Preliminary pages have lower-case Roman page numbers
* Title page
* Copyright + disclaimer + cataloging (behind title page)
* Table of contents (list of chapters, figures and tables)
* Foreword or Preface
* Acknowledgements
* List of contributors
* List of abbreviations
* Executive summary
Main pages have Arabic page numbers
* Chapters
* References or bibliography
* Annexes
Inside back cover and back cover
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Introduction
Article 2 of the World Health Organization (WHO) Constitution
requests the Organization, among other functions, to:
• provide information, counsel and assistance in the field
of health; and
• assist in developing an informed public opinion among
all peoples on matters of health.

Designing publications has been created for staff members
and designated designers working for the WHO Western
Pacific Region on materials produced by the Regional Office.
It aims to improve the quality of publications and deliver
a consistent visual design across the Region.
This guide presents best practices and is based on the
combination of existing WHO guidance, including the
WHO Style guide, WHO Visual identity guidelines, WHO
Design and print it right, Guidance on Accessible Publishing
at WHO and some basic manuals on design.

Guidance on
Accessible Publishing
at WHO
WHO

WHO publications must present accurate, well-written
and clear public health information. If your publication is
professionally designed and user-friendly, then it will be
easier to get your message across.

	
  

WHO
style guide
SecOnd editiOn

World Health Organization
Visual identity guidelines
How to use the WHO logo
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Even though WHO works in six official languages, not all
individuals or groups to whom the information is addressed
are fluent in those languages. Applying the rules shown in
the “please, do” and “do not” sections of this guide will
allow the main message to stand out.
This guide and its companion “Quick guide on the publication
process” encourage staff members to think about what they
want to accomplish and what they want to communicate.
It can serve as a checklist of the main issues and most
important points to consider when preparing a publication.
It is also a guide for graphic designers to help them create
designs that will enhance the reader’s appreciation and
understanding. Every decision made in the layout – on
format, margins, typefaces, colours, etc. – should be
deliberate, based on the guidance in this document, and
have a reason behind it. Think about how your document will
compare against others when it will be displayed on a shelf
or on a screen.
This guide will be a “living” document that will be updated
regularly.
After all, design is all about communication.

Basic rules
Approved manuscripts submitted to the Publications unit
(PUB) for layout and design must include the following:
• Edited text – Ensure that the Word document submitted
for layout has been edited according to the WHO Style
guide, revised to address the editor’s queries and
comments, and approved by the appropriate responsible
officer. Please keep it simple, design will be done later.
• Appropriate illustrations – Ensure that the files are in high
resolution (300 dpi in their final size), in acceptable (TIFF,
JPEG, EPS) and original (Excel) formats. If copyrighted
materials are to be used, ensure that appropriate
permission has been obtained.
• Regional Office logo – Ensure that the Regional Office
logo occupies a clear position and stands out.
In an effort to provide explicit guidance, we have drawn best
practices from the basics of graphic design, with examples
showing what works and why. These best practices are
summarized in the “TIPS” sections. In addition, several
examples appear in this guide, offering more in-depth
information about particular topics.
Some recommendations in this guide are intended for authors,
others for designers, but do not forget that good design
requires time: time to plan, be creative and do the work.
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1. Formats
The way information is presented often influences whether
or not documents will be read and understood. Readers
begin to identify a document by its physical appearance:
format, size and apparent complexity. They will already have
recognized different kinds of information before they begin
to read the text.
So, the first step before starting production of an information
product is to agree with the designer on a final format.

A8
A7

A6

A4

A2

A5

A3

Unless the document is part of an existing series, the
dimensions of the document will depend on the nature of
the information it contains and its target audience.
A1

1.1 Standard paper formats
The international standard A0 paper size is defined to have
an area of 1 m2. The successive paper sizes in the A series:
A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, etc. are defined by halving the preceding
paper size across the larger dimension.
Note: by convention, the first number defines the width,
the second one the height.
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The more frequently used formats

1.3 Target audience

• The A4 format (21 cm x 29.7 cm) is used in a portrait
orientation. It tends to be the international standard paper
size that is used in most countries today.

The specific sector of the public to which an information
product is targeted plays a decisive role in the choice of
the format, as well as how this target audience will use the
document.

• US Letter (21.59 cm x 27.94 cm) and 8” x 10”
(20.32 cm x 25.4 cm) are also formats in common use.
• The A5 format (21 cm x 14.8 cm) can be used in both
orientations, portrait or landscape.
• 16/24 is an intermediate format – 16 cm x 24 cm – that
can support both portrait or landscape orientations.

1.2 Nature of the information
• A4, or similar sizes, such as US letter, can be used
effectively for meeting reports or institutional documents,
guidelines, and training materials, all of which include large
amounts of text, graphs, tables, and illustrative and didactic
photos – all elements that need space.
• A5, or similar sizes, can be used effectively when the
information, even if massive, is likely to be divided into
numerous small sections, such as guides on diseases or
countries, and is mainly illustrative, such as photo books
or advocacy materials with short messages.
• 16/24 format or similar sizes, such as 8”x 10”, works well
for advocacy documents.

• Will it be used for workshops and training courses?
• Is it intended for the general public?
• Is it intended for the media?
• Will it be distributed during large campaigns?
• Distributed to donors?
• Be shared by professionals?
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in the WHO
Western Pacific Region
Final Report June 2012 through December 2013
Supported by the Australian Government, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade

HOUSEHOLD
WATER TREATMENT
AND SAFE STORAGE

WHO Western Pacific Region
PUBLICATION

for

the

© AFP

PROGRESS REPORT 2012–2013

21 x 16 cm

TRAINER

MANUAL for the TRAINER

MANUAL

WHO-Macao (China) Healthy City Leadership Programme
for the prevention and control of noncommunicable diseases

WHO-Macao (China) Healthy City Leadership Programme

HOUSEHOLD WATER TREATMENT AND SAFE STORAGE

PROGRESS REPORT 2012–2013

EXAMPLES

MEDICINAL PLANTS
IN MONGOLIA

ISBN 978 92 9061 616 0
ISBN-13

A4

A4

CouverturesHWTSTreat.indd 1,3

978 92 9061 616 0

A4

23/05/13 19:14

8 x 10 “
WHO in the Western Pacific Region

Highlights 2009–2013

24 x 16 cm
A4

A4

A5
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TIPS on FORMAT
»»Before beginning design work,
check on what has been done
previously in the same field.
Determine whether or not your
new document could be part
of an existing series or format,
or if it needs a fresh format.
»» Think of how your document will
fit in when displayed – on a shelf,
table or screen – or when mixed
with existing documents or when
used by your audience.

14.8 cm x 21 cm
A5 PORTRAIT
(preferred format)
21 cm x 14.8 cm
A5 LANDSCAPE
(preferred format)

21 cm x 29.7 cm
A4 PORTRAIT
(preferred format)

»» The print run and the distribution
are also important points
to consider early on. Bigger  
documents will weigh more and
thus cost more to distribute.
»»Check with your printer before
using any format that does not
fit standard paper. Sometimes,
just one extra centimetre might
require larger sheets of paper that
need to be trimmed.

8.5 inches x 11 inches
(21.59 cm x 27.94 cm)
US LETTER PORTRAIT
(alternate format)

16 cm x 24 cm
16/24 PORTRAIT
(alternate format)
24 cm x 16 cm
16/24 LANDSCAPE
(alternate format)
The A4 format is perfectly
adapted for reports, training
manuals, country profiles, etc.
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2. Covers
The style, format, colours and message of the cover should
be compatible with and support the style, format, colours
and message of the inside pages. The cover should attract
readers with either its text or its image. It should be bold
and simple, more like a billboard than a full-page display
advertisement. A potential reader should understand at a
glance what the publication is about: the theme should be
immediately clear in a short title, with highly readable,
simple letters.
Remember also the back cover. Treat covers – front and
back – and the spine (closed edge of the publication) as part
of a whole design: they should all be considered as one
continuous piece.
The design of the cover and the inside layout should be
handled by the same person as part of the same assignment
to ensure a unified design and greater impact.

2.1 Front cover
Title and subtitle
The title should be clear, legible and as short as possible.
A subtitle often is not necessary, but if you use one, it also
should be short, clear and legible.
Image/illustration
First impressions are lasting impressions. The cover helps
create an experience for readers even before they open the
publication. Choose a strong image to integrate with your
title or a strong typeface that will make an impression. Make
sure your title is legible even if placed over an image.
A single image usually has greater impact than multiple
images. Choose an image that conveys and reinforces your
message. The image should not overwhelm the title, so
beware of overpowering your words with pictures.
Using contrast effectively not only differentiates your design
from others, it is an essential ingredient that makes content
accessible to every viewer.
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2.2 Back cover
• The back cover will contain the ISBN, the bar code, and
the Regional Office logotype.

Use the corporate WHO logo only in cases of joint
publication with another Regional Office or with
headquarters; if not the case, use the WHO logo for the
Western Pacific Region.

• Optional: address and contact information for the technical
division that produced the publication.

For more information, please see the WHO Visual identity
guidelines or contact the Publications unit.

• Optional: a single-colour or a muted illustration can appear
on the back cover.
back cover

front cover

2.3 Logo
The Regional Office logo should always appear on the front
and back covers.
If another organization provided technical input or if it is a
joint publication, the logos should appear preferably at the
bottom of the page, on a clean background.

Tobacco health
warnings in China
EvidEncE of EffEctivEnEss and implications for action

Using logos from other organizations, such as external
partners and other United Nations organizations, is allowed
only if the external partner has made technical contributions
to the publication. If the contribution is only financial, the
institution or the external partner will be acknowledged in
the acknowledgments section.
The logo should not be merged with any other graphic element.
Bar code: keep visible all the information as sent by the publisher.
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Please DO

If using visuals, keep them simple
and match the content.

Always use the grid when
placing visuals or text.

Use short titles and place them so
they are visible. If necessary, use a
coloured stripe behind the text to
make it stand out.

DO NOT

Do not overlap or misplace
visuals: use the grid.

Do not use titles that are too long
or that are not clearly visible.

Do not use visuals or colours that
do not follow the inside colours.
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TIPS on COVERS
Make the design match the content

Keep your design clean

Use a focal point to orient the user

»» Remember, “I like it…” is not a
reason to include “it” in your
design. Logic, clarity and meaning
should drive the design.

»» Avoid a cluttered look and make
use of white space.

»» Grab the reader’s attention with
an element that will focus his or
her attention.

»» Above all, make sure that the title
is easy to read. The better the
contrast, the more legible the text.
»» Be consistent, help the reader
recognize, identify, and
comprehend different types of
information.
»» Choose a strong image that
conveys and reinforces your
message.
»» Covers and the spine are part of
a “whole” design. They should be
considered as a continuous piece.
»» Design can inform and teach.
Design can also raise money.

»»Too many different colours can be
disturbing: two main colours, plus
an accent, are preferred.
»»Too many elements can threaten,
confuse and frustrate the reader.
»» Keep fonts clean and easy to read;
do not squish text together.

»» Find a focal point – usually a
drawing or a photo – that will
communicate clearly what your
publication is about. Your book
cover is a promise of what is
inside.  
»» Do not centre every item.

The logo  
»»The Regional Office logo should
always appear on front and back
covers
»» Please, refer to the WHO Visual
identity guidelines or contact the
Publications unit.
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3. Inside pages
The objective of Designing publications is to help present
your work in the most appealing and reader-friendly manner.
No matter how good your document is, it will not have much
impact if it is unattractive and difficult to navigate. This section
examines the key elements of good layout of inside pages.

If margins are too tight, fonts too small or pages strewn with
clutter, readers will not want to engage with your document.
When presented with the option of cluttering a page or
leaving more white space, choose the latter.

Good design balances colour and shapes – represented as
blocks of text, headlines, boxes or images – and uses these
elements to guide both the reader’s navigation of the page
and his or her comprehension of the message.

3.2 Grid structure
The design grid is an architectural element that promotes
clarity, consistency and continuity throughout the document.

3.1 Margins, white spaces

This “invisible” grid has to be as complex as the information
it organizes. It helps define a proper proportion with regard
to size, colour or quantity, and organize a design area.

The margins are the white spaces distributed on all the sides
of a page – top, bottom, inside and outside – that frame the
contents. Inside margins should be smaller than the outside
margins. They act as white borders and should balance the
grey areas formed by text and images.
To help readers easily absorb the information, choose margins
that maximize what appears on the page, but without overwhelming the eye. Remember, white space is used to create
a balanced and harmonious layout and improve readability.

Using a grid helps unify the appearance of your document
by providing a harmonious structure. It also helps set the
placement of text and of images within your pages, from
the front cover up to the back cover. Everything on the page
should be aligned with something else. More complex grids
provide more flexibility to the designer and help create a
better layout. Alignment can be created vertically, horizontally
or diagonally. Most readers will not consciously notice that
text, photos, illustrations and tables are neatly aligned, but
they will sense when these elements are out of alignment.
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http://www.flickr.com/photos/
bobbytannam/5097516222/
sizes/o/in/photostream/

Source: Wolfgang Schmittel, Corporate Design International. ABC Verlag, Zurich, 1984.

A grid is a system of guidelines, borders and
columns into which elements are placed and
to which they are aligned to ensure clarity and
readability.
A grid makes it easier to design clearly,
consistently and with continuity; it creates order
by organizing and structuring page elements.

Margins frame elements such as text blocks and
illustrations.
Avoid using the same margins on all sides of a
publication. The bottom or top margins may be
larger than other margins. Margins also help, as
do different font sizes, at showing hierarchy.

©: Bobby Tannam

White space is a graphic design tool crucial
to attractive layouts. Use white space to help
define or isolate an element, or to create visual
connections.
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3.3 Text: fonts, alignment, line spacing
One should not have to fight to read your text. The following
sections will help you ensure that your message gets through.
Font families
Considering the large variety of font families, the need for
legibility should lead you to chose typefaces that are open
and well proportioned. Using such fonts guarantees that
your information products will appear well designed. Avoid
the fonts that have been created for computer use (Courier,
Geneva, Georgia, Monaco, etc.).

Please DO

DO NOT

flush left
consistent Cepudi consero con conet
aut rectia simus, simo modit, ea eat hil
imporerat eos sae. Et acepra cus aut labo.
Citios repe eos.

flush right
consistentCepudi consero con
conet aut rectia simus, simo modit,
ea eat hil imporerat eos sae. Et
acepra cus aut labo. Citios repe eos

full justification

full justification

consistent Cepudi consero con conet aut
rectia simus, simo modit, ea eat hil imporerat eos sae. Et acepra cus aut labo. Citios
repe eos vel id quam volor seque remIlitius
doluptat. Eperferis volupti equaectie dolup
tatem quuntur aut

consistent Cepudi consero con
conet aut rectia simus, simo modit,
ea eat a imporerat eos sae. Et
acepra cus aut labo. Citios repe eos
vel id quam volor seque remIlitius
doluptat. Eperferis volupti quaecti

avoid large spaces between words

For ease of reading, optimum sizes for body-text typeface
are between 8 and 12 points depending on the font. Avoid
stretching or crunching fonts.

centered
consistent Cepudi consero
conet aut rectia simus

Text alignment

use centered only with minimal words

Flush left is perhaps the most legible means of aligning text.
Justified text can be very readable if the designer ensures
that the spacing between letters and words is consistent,
as flush right works against the reader.
Centered alignment is fine when used minimally.
Line spacing
Line spacing (or leading) ensures that the reader is not
distracted by lines of type that visually run together. With
inadequate space between lines, the eye struggles to
distinguish one line from the next.

appropriate line spacing

wrong line spacing

consistent Cepudi consero con conet
aut rectia simus, simo modit, ea eat hil
imporerat eos sae. Et acepra cus aut
labo. Citios repe eos vel id quam volor
seque remIlitius doluptat. Eperferis
volupti equaectie doluptatem quuntur

consistent Cepudi consero con conet
aut rectia simus, simo modit, ea eat hil
imporerat eos sae. Et acepra cus aut
labo. Citios repe eos vel id quam volor
seque remIlitius doluptat. Eperferis
volupti equaectie doluptatem quuntur
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The drawing of the characters is different from one typeface to another
Garamond, 8/10
consistent Cepudi consero con
conet aut rectia simus, simo modit,
ea eat hil imporerat eos sae. Et
acepra cus aut labo. Citios repe eos
vel id quam volor seque remIlitius
doluptat. Batua o maio, fuem
enamperimusa red mis aus videm.
Atin vid iam sesid nir ad firion

Univers, 8/10
consistent Cepudi consero
con conet aut rectia simus,
simo modit, ea eat hil
imporerat eos sae. Et acepra
cus aut labo. Citios repe
eos vel id quam volor seque
remIlitius doluptat. Batua o
maio, fuem enamperimusa
red mis aus videm. Atin vid
iam sesid nir ad firion

News Gothic, 8/10

Myriad Pro, 8/10

consistent Cepudi consero
con conet aut rectia simus,
simo modit, ea eat hil
imporerat eos sae. Et acepra
cus aut labo. Citios repe
eos vel id quam volor seque
remIlitius doluptat. Batua o
maio, fuem enamperimusa
red mis aus videm. Atin vid
iam sesid nir ad firion

consistent Cepudi consero con
conet aut rectia simus, simo
modit, ea eat hil imporerat eos
sae. Et acepra cus aut labo. Citios
repe eos vel id quam volor seque
remIlitius doluptat. Batua o maio,
fuem enamperimusa red mis aus
videm. Atin vid iam sesid nir ad
firion

Examples of fonts to use
Bodoni, Din, Franklin Gothic, Frutiger, Garamond, Minion Pro, Myriad Pro,
News Gothic, Times Roman, Univers or similar fonts are good to use. Do
not use too many different typefaces within a document. Some are better
adapted to body text, while others are nice when used in titles.

3.4 Text: headlines, running headlines
(headers and footers)
It is not only the font family and the design of the letters, but
also the size, colour and weight (bold, light) of the font that
reflect the importance of the content and the hierarchy of
the information: headlines, subheads, body text, headers,
footnotes, etc.
Headline text usually is set in a larger typeface than sections
or sub-sections.
Running headlines, customarily the book title, are placed either
at the top of the page (headers) or at the bottom (footers), in
which cases they may also include the page number.

Example of a possible range of various
font sizes and weights for structuring
information in a document

Title

46 pt

Subtitle

28 pt

Subhead		

18 pt

Text 		

11 pt

Caption 		

8 pt

HEADER/FOOTER

6 pt
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EXAMPLES – left and right pages
left and right pages
outside margin

colour to define a “starting point”

CHAPTER 1

The future of our department

“

Obit qui berum seque quam corpor am, simillo rrovit, quis
dolupta teseditet, solorae ptiust molori ut volupta tenissi
alitat et lis re corrovidesto molo i

O

– Director Department 1

bit il mil ma qui id et qui odia vitem alicil int autas eosto
explign imolupta core plandae vent eiuria doluptas endi
omnihici aborum dolent qui qui des ea volestionem debis
maxima Cestios eium esectation consed mo od qui dem. Ut fugiae
ipicae non renditam eri quam quis dia dendi odite venimpore vel
expersped quid quunt voluptat.
Obit qui berum seque quam corpor am, simillo rrovit, quis
dolupta teseditet, solorae ptiust molori ut volupta tenissi alitat et lis
re corrovidesto molo inusapicimus etur, officiende volorei caturest
lis susantio. Et quunt la ilibusa ndandit re nihic tempos andam
laborep eliquo quibusam et ea dolupta tenimi, comnim as comnihil
et aces dit litiore perferum sin etum et, te exerrum que nobitatem
exeri occusame prori iusam, idit fugitate perem latem alitior aut
pa dent magnam con nossitas rem di duciatiatio blam doluptam
conseque magnat.
Faccus, aut exeria sedi derum eiunt venturio te lam, omnitatur
simeniet exped eum expelit, aut periae qui omnim eniatur, verovit
volorum assi ne volorro imin nonsedi pitiae pro ommodis ipsum
ilitibus.2

1 column of
text with
appropriate
width length

1. Faccus, aut exeria sedi derum eiunt venturio te lam, omnitatur
2. http://www.who.int
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|

left and right pages

inside margins

OUR DEPARTMENT

even page number (left folio) and running footer

Obit qui berum seque
quam corpor am, simillo
rrovit, quis dolupta
teseditet, solorae ptiust
molori ut volupta tenissi
alitat et lis re corrovidesto
molo inusapicimus etur,
officiende volorei caturest
lis susantio. Et quunt la
ilibusa ndandit re nihic
tempos andam laborep
eliquo quibusam et ea
dolupta tenimi, comnim
as comnihil et aces dit
litiore perferum sin
etum et, te exerrum que
nobitatem exeri occusame
prori iusam, idit fugitate
perem latem alitior aut
pa dent magnam con
nossitas rem di duciatiatio
blam doluptam conseque
magnat.
Faccus, aut exeria sedi
derum eiunt venturio te
lam, omnitatur simeniet
exped eum expelit, aut
periae qui omnim eniatur,
verovit volorum assi ne
volorro imin nonsedi
pitiae pro ommodis ipsum
ilitibus.
Erum eiunt venturio te
lam, omnitatur simeniet
exped eum expeAnt,
cuptate magniminust

Ed magnis ero int, sim cum
expella cidunt, aut expliquibus,
sequati busandererro incillor
reped ma coreprem que alitam,
conemquist incienda debis
nit reium raest, nim eum et
dolupti isquam simodissim
quam audipsam antibeat.
Agnihit ioriant provid quibus
ad eicid quatuscium la ipsapid
itatqui atecus.
Is ullatis veles aut qui nam, ium
debisit, nonsequiam esto dit,
nonsero omnienet utecti occum
utem rectur, sum saeperum
exceaque eictotatum eatia si
commos ma derum dolupis simi,
cus quaspis eate volorita ipsamet
et lab iligenis volore eumquunt
rerio explia doluptasperi dolutam
hicid qui cullace ptatias picae.
Andis maximeni tem si
taspici endipsunt quatemod
untias volorero es ea quodit,
quis dolor sit volorep erupic te
atur aut labo. Porecup icitae dolo
volut aboreptatum ate sit qui
autatusam quae verehent.
Ga. Ut quiatia ssinto que sersper
ioreicaborum arupta num, ut
plique cumquibus, temporumque
etur rerum haruptatur sendis
ute nonsedi gentis doluptati
omnimpos et alia ducimus es
sit laboriorem sim ipic te nimin
nesti omnias eat optiori orporum
sim res ra sunt aribust, optatur,
quam, volorep erferese corempo
ribus, tem illam fugitio rrovid
quiatur mollaud anducia vera
cus et enem doluptatis anducide
restibus doluptatur, ad mil es
eius aut et etur, evel il im ex
est, simolo omni omnitati quas
doluptat.Tus dolupta tectectibus
solor si res dolut eum res eos as
dolore nobis aspero deliquiat.

body text: mark
paragraphs, either
with indents
or with extra
spacing, not both

UNIT NAME HERE

Lorem ipsum acculpa
volorep cest
Ti ut harupta dolorepudant
dia cuscipid qui volupta tecate placeri onsequi
quid eaquibusdae perunte mporro volorior Rum
quatectorem harita niam in core omnimo ea
vent aliquia veligni hilluptur a dolorru ptatur, es
vid ut faccae. Obit il mil ma qui id et qui odia
vitem alicil int autas eosto explign imolupta
core plandae vent eiuria doluptas endi omnihici
aborum dolent qui qui des ea volestionem debis
maxima alis inctotatem aut as magnis vit, quis
parchil minvene vollam, eossequam faccus.

Riasped quasper iberchi
lignamus
Ed magnis ero int, sim cum expella cidunt, aut
expliquibus, sequati busandererro incillor reped
ma coreprem que alitam, conemquist incienda
debis nit reium raest, nim eum et dolupti isquam
simodissim quam audipsam antibeat. Agnihit
ioriant provid quibus ad eicid quatuscium la
ipsapid itatqui atecus.
Is ullatis veles aut qui nam, ium debisit,
nonsequiam esto dit, nonsero omnienet utecti
occum utem rectur, sum saeperum exceaque
eictotatum eatia si commos ma derum dolupis
simi, cus quaspis eate volorita ipsamet et
lab iligenis volore eumquunt rerio explia
doluptasperi dolutam hicid qui cullace ptatias
picae. Andis maximeni tem si ommolup taspici
endipsunt quatemod untias volorero es ea
quodit, quis dolor sit volorep erupic te atur aut
labo. Porecup icitae dolo volut aboreptatum ate
sit qui autatusam quae verehent.
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Ga. Ut quiatia ssinto que sersper ioreicaborum
arupta num, ut plique cumquibus, temporumque
etur rerum haruptatur sendis ute nonsedi
gentis doluptati omnimpos et alia ducimus es
sit laboriorem sim ipic te nimin nesti omnias
eat optiori orporum sim res ra sunt aribust,
optatur, quam, volorep erferese corempo ribus,
tem illam fugitio rrovid quiatur mollaud anducia
vera cus et enem doluptatis anducide restibus
doluptatur, ad mil es eius aut et etur, evel il im
ex est, simolo omni omnitati quas doluptat.Tus
dolupta tectectibus solor si res dolut eum res
eos as dolore nobis aspero deliquiat. Pis eat.
Nem. Itatemquat aut et quaecuscit quis aut et,
cuptataquo modi ipitatatios rernatur, sitem sint.
Santist, imet audit aut ame eatat ut odigentibus
corehentota nonsequis quasimet antiorepe
ente pa ad maximoluptat pelique evelita
dolenim niet atur?

2 columns
of text

Optis endel minit
aboremosam, aut etur sitatur molorro bearuptio.
Et apersperum hit everum, idunte libustiam,
alicae ipidessi comnimi, sunt eos quatatur
molupta sitatenis audam hilluptas dendignis nus,
sam illorepe abore ditas dollabo. Ota num eati
se post dolorecum il mo etur aliae niatem hicta
volorro restis at imusaer ionecto ruptaec totatur
resti blaboria autesci berionse quibus, coreri
doluptatur? Qui corehenisi bearchicia consed
que pa quibusae pa quam archicipitia deliqui
dolupta tectiunt, si dolendit, estem latioribus,
od quia voluptaqui optatibus sum sae dendeli
tempor magnimi, tem volorui
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EXAMPLES – photo and text
On a page, there are many possibilities to place a photo illustrating the text.

Title
Sub-title
Ebita sam facepud
aessim utemolo
ribus, consequi
vellore premolor
maiosandae.
Optatem quos
eos ad es et enda
corempos iducia
vollesto qui corerro
opta. Ficte pratium
alitae maximpe
dipsund igenem
a cus dolupta
videndam a

caption and credit

Title
Ebita sam facepud aessim utemolo ribus, consequi vellore
premolor maiosandae. Optatem quos eos ad es et enda
corempos iducia vollesto qui corerro opta. Ficte pratium
alitae maximpe dipsund igenem a cus dolupta videndam
aborumet ium rem verferf eribus iusam restem volumet
re velessi officab inum, idigeni mendem aut expero
quiam, nos nimenimus apis esectest harum natemIl eos
nulparchit liquiae veliber ferrovitate dolorest reratis as
esciliquam rem ulpa di cus delestrum utat.

eos ad es
et enda
corempos
iduCerum
Duntemqui

Borumet ium rem
verferf eribus iusam
restem volumet
re velessi officab
inum, idigeni
mendem aut expero
quiam, nos nimenimus apis esectest
In natemIl eos
nulparchit liquiae
veliber ferrovitate
dolorest reratis as
esciliquam rem ulpa
di cus delestru

Adit quam sim
vitatatibus .ex
rehenet Eperro
berehenis nobis
il ipietur? Qui dis
iderate ium eat.
Icit alique et, ut
eliquo bla si velecer
iorectae. Ristiam
quas et aliquatist,
nimi, qui dolut
volut magnis nonsenem. Tatenis corum
in restrup tatatis

caption and credit

TITLE
Ebita sam facepud aessim utemolo ribus,
consequi vellore premolor maiosandae.
Optatem quos eos ad es et enda corempos
iducia vollesto qui corerro opta. Ficte
pratium alitae maximpe dipsund
igenem a cus dolupta videndam aborumet
ium rem verferf eribus iusam restem volumet re velessi officab inum, idigeni mendem aut expos nimenimus apis esectest
harum natemIl eos nulparchit liquiae
veliber ferrovitate dolorest reratis as esciliquam rem ulpa di cus delestrum utat.

Adit quam sim vitatatibus ex et ut adis ea si dolecero que
volor ressin conet rehenetOvidus derum ut ulpa volorum
faccus ellumOmnimillo blacestrum et arcitis sunduntur? Ur,
sequosa nis audae lam, sam quibusae volecup tatiat odi nat.
Uga. Ut ped maximus, inima voluptas ratqui dite ne
rempore rehent quia nonsequide qui ipsam delicae. Nem
que repudi am dolestiae pliquisciate siti voles ellorest ut
aut maio quam volor aut vellupictur, occum aut ab inihiti
ssintem ut

running footer
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caption and credit

Gendaecae conecto restincte ea quaturest, as et et aut faceaturit fugiature
eriorum nonsequibus et ipsapedi sitio
omnihit aeperferem. Ficabo. Quia que
exerepr atinti dicient iisitam nis endit
eum quam sitiumq uamustio. Et re, nulrunning footer

1

lupt atectem quiatus as re pa doluptat
officaePerchicab ipsa nis rero consequati
volest quo et quassit quodi voluptatem.
Harum et hitas eatem. Et faci untem net
la core asperro bereic tem
eos ad es et enda
quidelest, volent qui odio.
Itatemquaes am doluptusda corempos idu
dolorio nsecta inture porum
vid que volorera vel iurem laborem voluptatia dolest verit estrupist, is dit, occuscid
ea venis minis non cus alia sitiundis esti
omnissimet illorro ium et ut labor sinveriosti dis isciet a isime rem haritia volecti
accusci enimus.
Consequia volorum quae si a exces
inveroHenemporrum invelesero opta vent
eum eariberum etur as im accusanimus
et, quas issint, optium quis poremque et
running footer
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TIPS on inside pages (layout)
An effective layout includes the
following attributes:
»» Focus. The layout indicates where
users need to look first. It leads
to “visual simplicity” – readers
guided through the page by the
layout’s appearance.
»» Flow. The eye flows smoothly and
naturally along a clear path across
the surface the page. It leads to
“easy-to-scan pages”: users can
find the content they are looking
for in a glance.
»» Grouping. Logically related
elements have a clear visual
relationship. Related items are
grouped together; unrelated items
are separate. It leads to balance:
the contents appear evenly
distributed across the surface.

»» Emphasis. The elements are
emphasized based on their
relative importance. It leads to
consistency: similar elements are
treated the same way and similar
pages employ a similar layout, so
users do not lose their orientation.
»» Alignment. The placement of
the elements is coordinated, so
they are easy to scan and appear
orderly. It leads to good sizing,
spacing and placement – they
are simple concepts, but the
challenge in layout is achieving
the right mixture of these aspects.
»» Consistency. It is the adherence to
the uniform use of fonts, colours,
alignment and other design
elements throughout a page
layout or document.

Make sure that your text is readable
for people who are visually impaired
»» Use a readable typeface,
»» Use white space,
»» Contrast dark type against a light
background,
»» Be aware of the colours red and
green,
»» A light title on a dark background
is difficult to read: use contrast of
colours, forms, etc.
»» Large blocks of text set in italics
slow the reader slightly.

Please refer to Guidance on Accessible
Publishing at WHO.
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TIPS on inside pages (text)
Examples of various font families
and how to use them:
–– Garamond in business reports:
very readable on paper, hard to
read on screen.
–– Times in newspapers, magazines,
pocketbooks: quickly readable on
paper, hard to read on screen.
–– Bodoni in art books, decorative
brochures: rich in contrast,
striking, optically strenuous to
read.
–– Rockwell in instructions,
packaging: striking, in very short
texts.
–– Univers in technical books and
brochures, leaflets: direct, static,
compact, hard to read on paper,
easy to read on screen.
–– Myriad Pro for titles, Minion Pro
for body text are good choices in
case of doubt.

»» Depending on the font typeface
chosen – even with the same size/
leading – the effect on how your
text will read will be completely
different.  
»» Kill the “double space”; do not
ever use consecutive spaces. One
space, not two, after a period (full
stop) is sufficient.
»»The overall weight – heaviness
(bold typeface) or lightness (light
typeface) – can affect readability.
»»Text in capital letters consumes
more space and slows down
reading; it takes more time to read
than lower-case text. Italic and
oblique typeface should be used
sparingly.
»» Reverse type (light colour against
dark background) slows reading
by approximately 10%.

»» Very short and very long lines of
text are difficult to read. Balance
keeps the design focused and
easy to read.
»» White space provides visual
breathing room for the eye.
»» Number all pages: even number
for left pages, odd number for
right pages.
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4. Colours
Our personal and cultural associations affect our experience
of colour, but colour conveys information: it is a universal
way to communicate. Colour is a powerful tool that helps the
designer organize data into various structures. It should be
the first choice for data visualization.
A five-value ramp inspired by Regional Office’s blue should
be sufficient for most design needs when combined with
grey and black.

The colour wheel is a colour circle
based on yellow, red and blue –
the primary colours.
The choice of warm or cool colours
will depend on the design goals for
which the colours are used.
Harmonious colour combinations are
called color schemes, and are shown
on following pages.

Start designing your own palette of colours taken from the
colour wheel as shown in the EXAMPLE section.
The palettes will be useful when additional colours are
needed for maps, charts and other infographic purposes. You
can also consult the Publications unit at the Regional Office.
Be consistent in using colour. In other words, choose the
same colour for the same level of information or to convey
similar meaning. Use more colours only if they help clarify
the logical structure of the information.
Note: all software for graphic design have developed tables
that help in defining and sorting colours.

1.

4. (1 + 2)

2.

5. (2 + 3)

cool
warm

3.

Primary colours: all other
colours are derived from these
3 hues

6. (3 + 1)

Secondary colours: they are
the colours formed by mixing the
3 hues above

Tertiary colours: they are the
colours formed by mixing some
of the 6 above
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Colour is one of the most visceral and instantaneous ways
you can make an emotional impact on a viewer, and primary
colours are the most elemental in the colour spectrum.
Graphics programmes help you identify the right group of
colours to use in a given document, and help you avoid
making mistakes when mixing some of the 16 million
different colours that the human eye can see. Inspiration
for colour groups can come from anywhere. The questions
to ask: how does one colour effect the qualities of another
colour? Do the colours contrast or blend? What are the realworld associations/meanings of the colours?

4.1 Colour combinations
No one colour is “good” or “bad”. Rather, it is one part of
a composition that as a whole is pleasing or not. A colour is
always seen in the context of other colours.
How you mix and match colours in your design can be a
matter of personal taste, which can be influenced by current
trends, nature or other factors.
However, some guidelines should be used to make a colour
combination that is interesting and pleasing to the eye.

You should also pay attention to the balance between warm
and cool colours in your design. Pure bright colours should
be reserved for small highlight areas and almost never used
as backgrounds. Use white space.
Be aware that from 5% to 10% of people are colour-blind to
some degree.
Once printed on paper, colours do not look the same as they
appear on a screen: consult your printer to make sure you
know how they will look like once printed.
For printing,
pixels of:
– cyan (C)
– magenta (M)
– yellow (Y)
– black (K)
make up all
colours.

For screen,
pixels of:
– red (R)
– green (G)
– bleu (B)
make up all
colours.

Colours appear to be visually different depending upon their context.
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EXAMPLES
Adobe Illustrator, for example, helps you find the best
selection of colour and create your palette.

Example of inspiration for
creating a group of colours

C. Monet. London, Houses of Parliament.

Monochromatic
colours are all the
hues (tints, tones and
shades) of a single
colour.

The complementary
colour scheme is made
of two colours that are
opposite each other
on the colour wheel.

The split complementary
colour scheme uses
a colour plus the two
colours adjacent to its
complementary colour.

The analogous colour
scheme uses three to
five colours that are
adjacent to each other
on the colour wheel.

The square colour scheme
is similar to the rectangle,
but with all four colours
spaced evenly around the
colour circle.

The triadic colour
scheme uses three
colours that are evenly
spaced around the
colour wheel.
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TIPS on colours
»» For colours also, “I like it…” is
not a reason to include “it” in
your design. Harmony and clarity
should drive your choice.

»» Anything with text must pass the
legibility test: Is it easy to read?
Aim for high contrast between the
colours of text and background.

»» Decide on a colour palette before
starting the design of your
document.

»» When designing custom colour
ramps, choose a maximum of five
values to ensure that the colours
will be visibly different in print.

»» Do not use colours just for their
own sake. Obtain or make a colour
wheel and use it.  
»» Resist the temptation to add too
many colours or shades of one
colour. Effective data visualization
relies on a clear and deliberate
use of colours to help the reader
digest the information quickly.   
»» Many bright colours can be
distracting. If colours are over
used, they destroy the unity of the
design and they lose impact.

»» Select a consistent colour
scheme for elements throughout
a publication. Readers can
recognize titles and headers
by the consistent use of colour.
Colour is used to structure and
group items on the page.
»» Avoid using colours in ways that
contradicts their conventional
meanings; for example, red is not
a good colour for showing that a
fact is true or clear; chose green or
blue instead.

»» Legibility test: see below

http://blog.psprint.com/printing/primary-colors-blue/

Can you read this?
Can you read this?

http://blog.psprint.com/printing/
Can you read this?
primary-colors-blue/

Can you read this?
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5. Illustrations
Neatness and a suitable choice of colours are key factors in
creating effective graphics. Use illustrations, such as figures,
tables, boxes and photographs, when they can convey
information better than text can. The illustrations should be
an efficient display of meaningful and unambiguous data.

The components of a figure
Figure 1. Tuition and fees in public universities, 2001
US$ 600
Undergraduate

US$ 500

Graphics are at their best when they represent very dense
and rich datasets.

5.1 Figures
Figures include graphs, drawings, schemes and similar
elements.
Figures are always numbered with Arabic numbers and are
supported by a title that is placed above. The reference, if
any, is written in small letters below the frame. If the figure
has been reproduced from another publication, ensure the
permission has been granted and add the data source at the
bottom of the figures.

legend

Graduate

gridline

US$ 430

US$ 400

Y-axis scale

When submitting your manuscript, make sure that all graphs
and figures are accessible in their original formats.

title

US$ 330

data label

US$ 300
US$ 200

plot area
border

US$ 100
0

School A

School B

Source: ABCDE book, 2002

School C

School D

University

School E

X-axis labels
X-axis title

The three basic components to charts:
• Labelling that defines the data: the title, axis titles and labels, legends
defining separate data series, and notes (often, to indicate the data source).
• Scales defining the range of the Y axis and the X axis.
• Graphical elements that represent the data: bars, lines, points, slices, etc.
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5.2 Tables

5.3 Boxes

Tables group many series of information organized in rows
and columns. They are always numbered with Arabic
numbers and have a title placed above the frame.

Boxes are another way to isolate some elements or special
information, and break up a large body of text. They make it
easier to identify related material that does not necessarily
fit in the main text or is not essential to understanding. They
also help at reading better different categories of information,
especially if close together.

The reference and footnote, if any, is written in small
typeface at the bottom of the table. Footnotes may be used
to explain abbreviations.
Text tables can replace graphs when simple data need to be
shown.

Cambodia’s Success:
Zero Measles Cases in 2012

Malaria, other
Malaria

Table 1. Mean earning, full-time, year-round workers, by age,
educational attainment and sex, 2003
Male

Female

Female % of male

US$ 53 039

US$ 37 197

70.1%

18 to 24 years

23 785

20 812

87.5

25 to 34 years

41 993

35 845

85.3

45 to 54 years

56 515

39 235

69.4

< 9th grade

23 978

20 979

87.5

9th–12th grade

29 100

21 426

73.6

high school

38 331

27 956

78.9

Total

Strategy and actions

E
Women in Cambodia wait to immunize their babies.

T

hanks to intensified vaccination and
monitoring efforts, Cambodia is on
track for certification of measles elimination in 2014 by the Regional Verification
Commission for Measles Elimination in
the Western Pacific. One of the most
infectious viruses known to humans,
measles often strikes infants and children
causing pneumonia, diarrhoea and blindness. However, in 2012 the Government’s
National Immunization Program reported
zero measles cases. That’s down from
the more than 700 cases reported in 2011
and more than 1800 cases in 2008.
Much of the credit goes to Reaching
Every Community, a new plan that identifies, vaccinates and monitors infants
and children in mostly poor, ethnic and
minority communities that routine immunizations often pass by.
“The new focus by the National Immunization Program in targeting communities most at risk is having a real impact,”
says Dr Chham Samnang, WHO’s
National Technical Officer, High-risk
Communities and Measles Elimination.
Key elements of Reaching Every
Community include improving links
between health workers and local volunteers and the introduction in 2012 of a
second measles dose. Now, all infants
receive two doses of measles vaccine,
the first at nine months of age, the second
at 18 months. Besides providing greater

by age

by education

Source: US Census Bureau
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AFP

protection, the second dose helps health
workers monitor immunization coverage.
“To make sure we get rid of measles
permanently the Ministry of Health is
making great efforts to immunize children and mothers, wherever they live,”
says Health Minister Dr Mam Bunheng.
“In 1997 we got rid of polio. Now we are
building upon those experiences to get rid
of measles.”
Indeed, the anti-measles campaign
was based, in part, on successful efforts
in the 1990s to eradicate polio, which
included national immunization days
and intensive, house-to-house vaccination drives. Going forward, those
two campaigns will serve as a template
in Cambodia for combating rubella, a
virus that can cause congenital rubella
syndrome (CRS) and lead to severe heart
disorders, blindness and deafness in
newborn infants.
In addition, immunization programmes
allow health workers to provide isolated
communities with other key services,
including antenatal and postnatal care,
information on contraception and childhood respiratory infections, and supplies
of vitamins and rehydration fluid to treat
diarrhoea. Sann Chan Soeung, an
adviser to the Ministry of Health, calls this
integration of immunization programmes
with other health services an “interim step
towards universal health coverage”.

fforts to meet the 2015 targets
of the Regional Action Plan for
Malaria Control and Elimination in the
Western Pacific (2010–2015) are being
intensified.
Nine of the 10 malaria-endemic
countries in the Region have changed
their malaria programme goals from
control to elimination. As a result,
they are reorienting programmes and
intensifying political commitment and
resource mobilization.
Despite progress on the Cambodia–
Thailand border towards containing
falciparum malaria parasites resistant
to artemisinin, new suspected foci
were detected in Myanmar and
southern areas of Viet Nam. With
four out of six Mekong countries
now affected, the Region has scaled
up efforts to respond to artemisinin
resistance. The health of people
living in border areas, particularly
mobile and migrant populations, is a
great concern to Member States and
stakeholders. Some populations face
high risks of contracting malaria.
On Cambodia’s southern border with
Viet Nam, more than 10 000 cases of
malaria are reported every year.
The situation requires greater crossborder and intersectoral collaboration.
For example, Cambodian health
officials are working closely with their
Thai counterparts to prevent malaria
infections among migrant workers

The Report of the Regional Director

Vectorborne and
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5.4 Maps
Maps are excellent means of displaying data and
illustrating your text.

Map elements include: title, legend, map scale, mapped areas,
map symbols, place names and labelling

title

Please ensure the maps have been approved and that
disclaimers are added. For more information on maps,
please refer to the WHO style guide.
In order to avoid problems that might arise with
disputed borders, for example, always use map
templates prepared by GIS or maps downloaded from
the website of the United Nations Cartographic
section (http://www.un.org/Depts/Cartographic/english/
htmain.htm)
Refer to the WHO website to exploit your data:
Global health observatory
http://www.who.int/gho/ncd/risk_factors/overweight/
en/index.html
Global health atlas
http://apps.who.int/globalatlas/default.asp

legends

disclaimer for maps and copyright

source

logo

Geographic information system
hy
ap
gr

ap
hy

r to

gr

ca

r to

cartography

cartography

ca

http://www.who.int/topics/geographic_information_
systems/en/

cartography

How to properly write vertically on a map
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5.5 Photographs
Declaration of consent
Photographic material that depicts identifiable human subjects
as a main focus should normally not be disseminated by
WHO unless written consent has been obtained from the
individual(s) portrayed or their parent(s) or guardian(s).
Size and placement

Images descriptions (captions)
Captions are necessary, except for those photographs and
images that are purely decorative.
Similar to headlines, captions must be crisp. Similar to
stories, they must be readable and informative. For most
images, a reader wants to know:
• Who is that? (Identify people from left to right, unless
the action in the photograph demands otherwise.)

When using a photograph on a page or as part of a layout,
make sure to respect the grid of the page. In an effort to fit
a photograph on a page, do not shrink it to the point that it
loses impact. Above all, do not squeeze or stretch the image
when resizing.

• Why is this photograph included?

If a photograph needs to be cropped to fit on a page, it must
be cropped in a way that does not destroy its informative
context or create a misleading image.

Acquire images from recent programmes. Include captions
that identify the date, location, circumstances and people in
the images.

Position larger images at the top or bottom of the page.
Quality
Collect professional images in high resolution. Resolution
is the measurement of how many dots or pixels fit into one
inch. A minimum resolution of 300 pixels for an image at its
final size is necessary to avoid printing poor-quality images.
Preferred file formats are TIFF, EPS or JPG; avoid GIF and
PNG.

• What is going on? How did this occur?
• When and where was this?
News value and timeliness

Images position
Images should be placed in a logical order on the page and
near the text to which they correspond. The text also should
make clear reference to the image.
Position larger images at the top or bottom of the page to
ensure the reader does not accidently skip over the text. If
you can, use one large photograph or graphic visual rather
than several smaller ones.
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Photo credit
It is best to use WHO images from the Regional Office or
WHO photo library. Request permission to use images from
the owner and give credit.
The photo credit line should be placed outside and below the
photo with credit set horizontally (recommended) or vertically
(alternate) and flush with bottom right or left corner. In some
rare cases, photo credits can be placed on the picture, in
either white or black only, depending on the background.
The photo credit line includes:

http://fam-tille.de/
deutschland/potsdam/1999_081.html
© Andreas Tille 2002

1. The symbol ©
2. The name of the owner of copyright, or an abbreviation by
which the name can be recognized:
• © WHO
• © Name of photographer

Chinese House in Sanssouci park in Potsdam, Germany.
photo credit
caption

The credit for front cover photo should be added at the
bottom of the disclaimer page:
• Cover Illustration copyright © Name of photographer
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Please DO

DO NOT

Do not chose overused photos.
Nine year-old boy working at the library after school, Beijing.

Nine-year-old boy working at
the library after school, Beijing.

© AFP

© Joshua Johnson

© AFP

The bottom
image is cropped
to show the most
important part
of the image,
namely, the
boy reading the
book, and also
to eventually
change the size
of the picture.
© Jquery/iDesignow

Badly cropped photo, if
cropped along the red
rectangle (top photo),
compared to good cropping
along the green rectangle
(bottom photo).
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TIPS on illustrations
»» Make sure that your selection of illustration relates to
your design work. Do not chose clichéd, overused or
badly cropped photos.

The more dots per inch (dpi) –
or pixels per inch (ppi) – the
better resolution.

»» Design is the art of planning and arranging words
and images to convey a message. Ensure that the
illustrations relate well to your content. They are there
to help the reader understand the message. They
should enhance it, not distract from it.
»»Low-image resolution will affect your message: make
sure you provide high-resolution images to your
designer. Avoid sources with poor image files.
»» Cropping helps improve the composition, enlarges the
subject, removes background distractions or simply
changes the aspect ratio of the photo, but it needs to
be professionnally done.
»» Ensure that permission to use published material has
been obtained.
»»Do not use copyrighted images without permission:
provide the source and a credit.

Aim for high
contrast between
the colours of text
and background.
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TIPS on illustrations

Bad (left) and good (right) resolutions.

© Andrew Kelsall

Use photos to tell a story, as here for World Wildlife Fund.

Ensure that the illustrations
on the cover relate well to
your content.

Resolution = 72 dpi
Will not print well.

Zoom of 72 dpi image
will not print well either.
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